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Psychological science is at a crossroads. The replicability crisis has turned into a credibility revolution.
Many professional societies and journals, including APS, have raised their expectations for transparency
and rigor. These early changes are heartening and signal our field’s commitment to earning credibility.
Those first steps, however, were the easy part.

The challenge facing psychology now is this: Do we want to be credible or incredible? Up until now, we
have been able to make important strides in increasing transparency and rigor without giving up much
positive attention from the public. Alongside occasional failures to replicate and high-profile retractions,
most of the literature continues to make bold claims of groundbreaking discoveries based on research
that receives little scrutiny — often because what we’d need to scrutinize it (e.g., data, code, materials,
preregistered plan) isn’t available. The bit of scrutiny to which we do subject claims, by way of formal
peer review, is a black box, and only reviewers, authors, and editors get to look inside. This makes it
easy to publish and promote incredible effects — headlines that reach the general public and provide a
fleeting moment of positive press for our field — that are likely to shrink or disappear if submitted to
scrutiny.

There is an inherent tension between being incredible and being credible. To be incredible, we have to
keep producing eye-catching results at a fast pace. This is easier to do if we don’t provide a lot of



details. As Buckheit and Donoho (1995) famously wrote, “An article . . .  in a scientific publication is
not the scholarship itself, it is merely advertising for the scholarship” (p. 5). In this advertisement-only
model of science, it’s easier to convince ourselves, and others, of incredible results. If no one is going to
look under the hood (check reproducibility) or take the claim out for a test drive (check replicability),
extravagant claims will thrive (Vazire, 2017). To be transparent is to give our critics ammunition — to
share any information about the research process, within legal and ethical constraints, that others might
use to identify flaws or errors. What survives that scrutiny is likely to be more credible, but less exciting,
than in the advertisement-only model.

It’s tempting to try to have it all. After all, why not support and encourage incremental improvements in
our methods and practices while also celebrating discoveries that follow from the old style of research?
Why not let a thousand flowers bloom? Let everyone choose their preferred standards and practices, and
see what happens.

The first problem, as we have been made painfully aware, is that this can lead to a proliferation of false-
positive results (Camerer et al., 2018; Ebersole, Axt, & Nosek, 2016; Hagger et al., 2016; Klein et al.,
2014, 2018; O’Donnell et al., 2018; Open Science Collaboration, 2015; Wagenmakers et al., 2016).

A second problem is that it is very easy to predict what will happen if we let a thousand flowers bloom
(and these predictions have been validated by formal models; Smaldino & McElreath, 2016). This
doesn’t look good for transparency and quality control. If there are no negative consequences for being
less transparent, for opting out of scrutiny and accountability, those who opt out will be able to take
shortcuts, make bolder claims, and get more rewards. The more transparent researchers whose errors get
caught and corrected will lose the race for jobs, tenure, grants, and prizes.

In a system in which we frequently have to compare research outputs across candidates (e.g., for jobs,
awards, grants), how should we compare the researcher who transparently reports all analyses, studies,
and results and therefore has a messy or boring story to tell with the researcher who tells us that they
have a strong and compelling set of results but doesn’t give us the information we’d need to verify this
claim? If we give the second researcher the benefit of the doubt, we are de facto punishing the first
researcher. In a system in which opacity is the acceptable default, there is no way to survive as a
transparent researcher.

Of course, we should not assume that transparent research is good research. But we don’t have to —
that’s the point of transparency. Transparency is for scrutiny, critique, and correction. We shouldn’t
assume transparent research is rigorous, we should evaluate whether it is. Transparency doesn’t
guarantee credibility; transparency and scrutiny together guarantee that research gets the credibility it
deserves. When research isn’t transparent, we should refuse to ascribe to it any particular level of
credibility — letting nontransparent research enter the competition ensures that transparent research will
get crowded out.

Another problem with the live-and-let-live approach is that it ignores our responsibility to the public. At
least in the United States (Funk, Hefferon, Kennedy, & Johnson, 2019), the public has a great deal of
trust in science, but the same survey also suggests that the public doesn’t trust individual scientists and
expects us to hold each other accountable. Take, for example, the very low proportion of respondents
who said they trust medical, nutrition, and environmental scientists to “admit and take responsibility for



mistakes” (13%, 11%, and 16%, respectively) or to “provide fair and accurate information” (32%, 24%,
and 35%).

How is it possible that almost 9 out of 10 Americans do not agree that medical researchers admit and
take responsibility for their mistakes, yet 86% trust science? One clue is the finding, from the same Pew
survey, that 57% of Americans say they would trust research more when the data are openly available
(vs. 8% who say they would trust it less and 34% who say it makes no difference). The public doesn’t
trust us as individuals, but they trust science because of the expectation of transparency and
accountability. If we continue to make transparency and quality control optional — which we effectively
do when we continue to give our seal of approval (and put out press releases) for research that is not
transparent and has not passed through careful scrutiny — we are putting our long-term credibility in
jeopardy. We may score more points in the short term by putting out more frequent and dramatic
headlines, but we risk losing credibility in the long term when the public realizes we don’t make
transparency and verification requirements for endorsing such claims.

I understand the appeal of using carrots and not sticks. It’s unpleasant to punish researchers who
sincerely believe that their practices are rigorous. But we now know that practices that we believed were
rigorous turned out to be error-prone; we now know that we need more than a “trust me” from the
researcher, however sincere they are. Researchers should not be able to exempt themselves from outside
scrutiny — as psychologists, we should know better than anyone the risks of self-deception. Given that
we now know that transparent reporting is vital for catching and correcting errors, the public won’t (and
shouldn’t) be sympathetic if we want to let every researcher choose their own level of transparency,
simply because we don’t want to step on anyone’s toes.

There are still many details to work out. What kind of transparency is most important for detecting and
correcting errors? What if we make things more transparent, but no one wants to do the thankless work
of checking for errors? As Vonnegut said, “everyone wants to build, nobody wants to do maintenance”
(1997, p. 167). Which kinds of errors should most concern us? These are questions for methodologists
and metascientists to figure out, with help from experts in sociology, history, and philosophy of science.

But we cannot wait until these details are settled to decide how serious we are about our commitment to
credibility. Are we willing to reserve bold claims of discovery for findings that are transparently
reported and withstand the scrutiny and verification that transparency invites? Are we willing to forego
the positive attention we get from media coverage of claims that were never put to a severe test? It will
be painful at first, but the knowledge we’ll produce in the long run will be better than incredible — it’ll
be credible.
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